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Abstract

Agent-based software systems and applications are constructed by integrating diverse sets of components that are intelligent, heterogeneous, distributed, and concurrent. This paper describes a multi-agent system to assure the operation efficiency and reliability in data fusion and management of a set of networked distributive sensors (NDS). We discuss the general concept and architecture of a Hierarchical Collective Agent Network (HCAN) and its functional components for learning and adaptive control of the NDS. Sophistication of a HCAN control environment and an anatomy of the agent modules for enabling intelligent data fusion and management are presented. An exemplar HCAN is configured to support dynamic data fusion and automated sensor management in a simulated distributive and collaborative military sensor network for Global Missile Defense (GMD) application.
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1. Introduction

An increasing number of military systems employ multiple sensors with similar employment characteristics or different incongruent requirements on single or multiple platforms to concurrently perform distinct functions. Various missions and operating environments may require dynamic selection of the sensor operating mode, platform attitude, degree of autonomy, and network connections for optimal performance of the overall system. Several of these functions require feedback from the signal processing algorithms to the sensor management functions to optimize the allocation of resources between co-located sensors and sensors on other platforms in the network while carrying out the competing missions of surveillance, target detection, tracking, and discrimination.

Historically speaking, military sensor management and fusion was accomplished in the head of the operator. But, with the increase in sensor capabilities, modes, and volume of data produced; the workload increased exponentially and now overwhelms the warfighter [13]. Automated optimization tools are thus in great demand. These tools must recognize the interdependent networks from a network of functional elements including sensors, communication resources, processing nodes, and engagement systems while adapting to a variety of threats and environments. Useful tools for optimized sensor management must also ensure a minimum level of functionality when faced with threats and environments outside the design optimization space. A key concept to optimization is the DoD Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) designated Data Fusion Level 4,
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Process Refinement, for network-centric system-of-systems configuration, in that the “system” is the mission-configured platform and the related “sub-systems” are the networked platforms, sensors, and communication links.

There has been significant research into data fusion and data integration of multi-sensor outputs over the years. However, there has been less research effort put into efficient sensor management concepts and algorithms. A cornerstone (albeit dated) work in sensor fusion, the seminal work of Multisensor Data Fusion by Waltz and Llinas, only touched upon sensor management in general terms [18]. The JDL Data Fusion Group formalized the Data Fusion Model and depicted the sensor management concept in a process refinement level that is essentially a feedback path from the other levels to allow system control and performance management [16]. The JDL Level 4 designation provides a path for optimized techniques at the other data fusion levels, especially in cases of multiple sensor control.

Our perception of past research in data fusion and sensor management is that most attention was applied to JDL Level 1 object assessment (track & ID) and shied away from Level 2 situation assessment and Level 3 impact (threat) assessment. It was thought that as Level 2 and 3 algorithms were actively pursued and more understood, then Level 4 Process Refinement would be just a final step to each level and therefore needed little research. We see it differently. The past approach ignores the reality that JDL Level 4 is not a natural progression from levels 1, 2, and 3. We see Level 4 as the key to the modern-day push for a system-of-systems concept. By way of a “systems” analogy, consider the human body as a “platform” with sensors, analysis, decision-making, and motive power to reposition its sensors. Now consider police detectives at a crime scene keeping all their senses open, looking around for clues, smelling, touching, quizzing witnesses, gathering data, and using their brains to visualize what may have happened. The consummate detective’s goal is to find out what really happened, which is often accomplished by means of fusing all available information and eliminating the impossibilities from consideration before drawing conclusions.

This analogy is an engineering example of how a system controls separate systems that will bring together the individual sensors, effectors, and the coordinated continual control of analysis, assessment, decision, and command for an integrated purpose (goal and mission).

The sensor management role involves several tasks (more or less depending upon the researcher) [14]. Malhotra includes the tasks of generating options (sensor/task pairings), prioritizing those options, scheduling and communicating (cueing), and monitoring health and availability [13]. In [11] McIntyre stated that the sensor manager was expected to ease the operator workload by automating allocation, prioritizing measurements, aiding in data fusion, and supporting reconfiguration in the event of partial/total loss of a sensor. In general, the sensor manager should perform resource allocation (sensor/task pairing), sensor cueing (scheduling and communication), performance monitoring, and overall system management. However, the state of the research into automated sensor managers is not to the point where a completely automated application can perform the required tasks adequately. While intelligent software agents are perfect for the tasks of resource allocation and scheduling, the overall system management task is another issue.

An intelligent agent is a software component that functions continuously, proactively, and autonomously in a particularly designated environment [10]. Agent systems have many important attributes, such as a reactivity mechanism, an inferential capability, a collaborative behavior, a goal orienting and objective reaching striving, etc. [1,12]. Many intelligent control and decision support systems can be effectively constructed by employing agent-based techniques. For example, Kno- block and Ambite [9] reported an agent-based approach for information gathering from distributed resources. Because of its adaptive features, an agent-based approach is also suitable for the complex and dynamic system control. desJarins [2] described an agent model of autonomous learning in probabilistic domains. The model incorporates techniques for using the agent’s existing knowledge to guide and constrain the learning process and for representing, reasoning with, and acquiring probabilistic knowledge. In agent-based software developed by Geri and Zhu [7], the agent helps users to initiate reasoning queries upon request from users and consequently form better decisions through a learning process. An approach for using agent-based software architecture for combat performance under overwhelming information inflow and uncertainty was introduced in [8,21]. Many of these agent systems employ multi-agents that perform either similar or quite different functionalities, in the concept of “system of systems.”


Research on learning in probabilistic domains has a certain effect for agents representing, reasoning with, and acquiring probabilistic knowledge. It is important to note that information uncertainties can be handled effectively by the agent technique applying probabilistic models. A multi-agent system is able to provide an
203 2. Multi-agent cooperation architectures

This section explains why we think the HCAN architecture is more appropriate than other multi-agent system structures for sensor fusion and management.

A general understanding of multi-agent systems (MAS) is that (i) each agent has a partial capability to solve a problem, (ii) there is no global system control, (iii) data and knowledge for solving the problem are decentralized, and (iv) the agent computation is asynchronous [5]. In MAS, the agents need to work collectively so that, as a group, their behavior solves the overall problem without disruption, conflict, and glitches. When a task is assigned, the agents often need to find the other agents to collaborate with. Such a task is easy if they know exactly which agents to contact and at which location. However, a static distribution of agents is very unlikely to exist for most real-world applications. For dynamic multi-agent systems, agents need to know how and where to find the other agents [6]. Proper structural topology thus plays a critical role in these MAS systems. The topology determines how the agents interact with each other, and how data and knowledge are shared and communicated among the agents. In [20], the authors studied three major MAS topology models according to the criteria: (1) the ways of activation, supervision, and communication between the agents; (2) the dependency of the agents to complete a task; and (3) the ways of sharing data, knowledge, and other resources. These models are shown in Figs. 1–3. For the purpose of ease of comparison, we give a brief description of these models here.

(1) Web-like topology: In a Web-like topology, every node has a connection to all other nodes, forming a complete graph, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that this topology does not necessarily mean that there are physical links between any two agents in the system. The topology is formed when a MAS employs an agent-invocation–activation scheme, or called request-and-service protocol, a blackboard kind of communication and task activation approach. In this topology, every agent can call other agents to perform a requested task, or to respond to calls issued by other agents to perform specific tasks. That makes the agents seemly directly connected.

(2) Star-like topology: In a star-like topology, the activities of the agents are coordinated or administered by some supervisory (or facilitator) agents designated in the assembly. Only agents that have connections built and specified in the structure can interact with each other. That is, the agents are under more control and stipulation than those in the Web-like topology, where communication and cooperation among the agents are not brokered by one or more facilitators. The facilitators in a Star-like topology are responsible for matching requests from users to agents, with descriptions of the capabilities associated with the agents. A structural diagram of this topology is shown in Fig. 2.
Grid-like topology: In a grid-like topology, each agent cooperates with a group of agents in its neighborhood (in terms of functional connections) that is a subset of agents in the assembly. That is, each agent has direct connections with a group of agents in its neighborhood (logically). Each group may be administered by a supervisor/facilitator. Interaction among agents not in neighborhood must pass through the neighboring agents in cascade. This is more like the concept of “system of systems.” Fig. 3 shows a diagrammatic illustration of this topology.

Each of the above topological models of MAS has advantages and disadvantages. Zhu et al. [20] gave a qualitative assessment of the above three models in terms of their capability of facilitating intensive knowledge embedding, accumulation, and incorporation. They found that the Web-like topology associated with its indiscriminative behavior of agent activation is often inefficient, and many times undesirable. In the star-like topology, though control and coordination limits the boundary of cooperation the agents can reach, it is desirable when efficiency of cooperation needs to be ensured. The star-like topology is suitable for an environment and applications where part of the MAS is to act as a central planner that involves team negotiation and awareness of what each agent knows, needs, and does. On the minus side, there is the potential for a facilitator to become a communication bottleneck, or a critical point of failure.

In [20], a fourth topology, named Hierarchical Collective Agent Network (HCAN) model is also presented. The HCAN, as shown by diagram in Fig. 4, possesses the properties that (1) Agents are grouped in layers, (2) The layers are organized in hierarchy, (3) Agents in each layer are weakly connected, (4) Agents between layers are strongly connected, and (5) The control and coordination of the agent at each layer are carried out through to the agents at the higher level. Whereas “weakly connected” means that interactions between the agents are mainly data communications only, no control function (call or instruct) takes place there, while “strongly connected” means that agents on the two ends of the link have both data exchange activities and control relations (e.g., client and server, mediator and mediatee, etc.).

The collective nature of the agents in the HCAN paradigm overcomes some of the difficulties of the other agent system topologies. For example, it relieves the burden of intensive data-exchange between fellow agents in star-like topology by limiting agent communication to vertical layers of the assembly only. The collective nature of agent relation in the hierarchical architecture simplifies the functional design of the agent interactions and enhances the security and efficiency of the information processing, an advantage over the Web-like and Grid-like topologies. The HCAN architecture thus strikes a balance between the centralized control and distributed computation by allowing distributive agent operation within layers of the hierarchy and enforcing centralized control between the layers of the hierarchy, thus creating a federated agents integration structure.

In most applications, the agents in a MAS need to be responsible for on-site analyses of the collected data and extraction of information that is useful for the control agent to coordinate the actions of the distributed agents or agent groups. The HCAN architecture facilitates these operations. Basically, there are three types of agent interaction control schemes that can be enacted in a HCAN:
328 (1) **System-centered control:** In this control scheme, the system control agent at a high level knows and determines what actions/sub-actions each agent is to perform at certain time and place. The agent can employ a traditional control invocation scheme. Obviously, this scheme is not advantageous for maximal utilization of the agent functionality and the autonomous abilities of the agents.

337 (2) **Agent-centered control:** In this scheme, each agent knows its responsibility, and interactions with other agents when necessary. That is, the agents coordinate the interactions by themselves autonomously within its group or scope of cooperation. This is an object-oriented control approach.

343 (3) **Request-for-service-centered control:** In this scheme, either the central control agent or an individual agent can issue requests to all other agents specified in the problem domain in situations when cooperation is needed. The invoked agent performs the service requested, or issues requests to other agent to cooperatively accomplish the task. This is a hybrid approach of the above two.

In the HCAN architecture for sensor fusion and management, the agents at the collective level only accept control from agents at the higher level. Hybrid system control law for this application in sensor management requires that directives to multiple platforms must be synchronized or chaos may occur. Mass effects requirements would further exacerbate the problem since very tight synchronization is required in planning and executing sensor allocation and re-allocation. While a centralized, coordinated operation of the agent group is essential and needs to be strengthened, it is equally important to emphasize and retain a high level of agent autonomy. Thus, the HCAN in the sensor management application will function somewhat differently versus those equivalent components in totally centralized or totally autonomous agent control settings (e.g., the other three topologies discussed above). One distinction is the communication aspect. The HCAN will engage in either a one-to-one, direct-line connection scheme or in the entirely open broadcasting approach, and switch according to the specific situation detected by the sensor monitoring agents. The HCAN will also switch between an action–prediction based control strategy and an action–response based strategy [17]. In the action–prediction based control strategy, the HCAN makes predictions of the possible future states of the system upon sensing the battlespace state changes (via the situation assessment process) and applying pre-acquired knowledge in analyzing the collected information, and convey the predictions to involved agents along with the state reports. In the action–response based strategy, the system simply chooses a best reaction alternative upon sensing the battlespace state changes and conveys the state report to involved agents. The action–response strategy would assume more agent autonomous responsibility while the action–prediction strategy provides more information to the agents, though the predictions may not be thorough and perfect. The system control agent of the HCAN decides on which control strategy to use according to the situation assessment and according to its goal of optimizing the overall sensor management functions.

In the following sections, we describe in more detail an application of the HCAN architecture for sensor fusion and management. In performing the sensor fusion and management tasks, the agents assembly will be in charge of determining registered sensors in field, cuing applicable sensors to obtain additional information about objects, take data from various sources and combine them into fused object information, acquire relevant target information, learn better observation and tracking strategies, and provide real-time decision support for the sensor control and management operation.

### 3. HCAN for sensor management

It is noted that in a typical sensor fusion and control process, a number of functions need to be performed at different levels. Three levels of agent functions are identified in our HCAN implementation of the process. The first is a sensor data acquisition level. It is at this level that connections to the various sensor resources are made. Agent modules are needed to automate the information retrieval and integration from heterogeneous sensor resources. The functions in these modules will also provide an effective means for extracting useful information from the sensor resources and perform filtering operations. At the second level, the reasoning module takes the filtered data from the data acquisition level, performs various correlation and association functions, and distills the data collections. The outcome of this level contains information useful toward target detection, situation awareness, learning and sensor control, as well as representations of decision supporting knowledge. Finally, a control and adaptation level is at the top of the agent hierarchy. The user interface and visualization module of this level facilitates the task coordination and performance monitoring functions of the overall system.

The three level architecture of our HCAN system for sensor network management is illustrated in the block diagram of Fig. 5. In this architecture, as pointed out above:

1. Agents at the lower level interface directly to the sensor environment and monitor the sensor operations. These agents collect sensor state parameters...
436 and receive control feedback for sensor state
437 adjustment. These agents act in a distributive
438 fashion.
439
440 (2) Agents at the function levels will apply analytic
441 models and reasoning-integration techniques to
442 make decisions for sensor state control and
443 adjustment.
444
445 (3) Agents at the system levels coordinate the sensor
446 management activities of the agents at the lower
447 levels. These agents interface with users as well
448 as receive situation assessment inputs.
449
450 The three-level HCAN architecture for multiple net-
451 worked sensor fusion and management consists of seven
452 different types of software agents and three main data
453 depositories. The seven agent types are:
454
455 (1) Sensor Agents (SA), which are directly connected
456 to the networked sensors for receiving target detec-
457 tion data from the sensors and sending sensor con-
458 trol commands. In this sense, the sensor agents
459 also act as the sensor actuators. There are multiple
460 sensor agents in the HCAN, one for each sensor.
461
462 (2) Target Analyzer (TA), which is essentially the Sen-
463 sor Fusion Agent. All sensory data are fed to this
464 agent and is processed for target validation and
465 identification. It sends target data to the User
466 Interface for display (and supporting the user)
467 and send sensor assignment/adjustment requests
468 to the Task Coordinator (cueing).
469
470 (3) Task Coordinator (TC), which determines what
471 Sensor Control and management tasks need to
472 be accomplished. It also finds and allocates proper
473 sensors to specific target, or FOV (Field of View)
474 for Sensor-target pairing/tracking coordination.
475
476 (4) Sensor Controller (SC), which receives directives
477 and requests from both the System Management
478 Agent (SMA) and the Task Coordinator (TC),
479 generates proper Sensor Control instructions,
480 and sends the instruction to individual Sensor
481 Agent for execution (Sensor status, parameter
482 changes, and cueing).
483
484 (5) User Interface (UI), agent which is at the system
485 management level for directly interacting with
486 users. It is responsible for providing users a single
487 picture of the situation awareness for the space
488 covered by the NDS.
489
490 (6) System/Mission Management Agent (SMA),
491 which keeps track of the overall mission objectives
492 and ensures that the sensor management/control
493 actions are consistent with the overall system/mis-
494 sion management strategies and priorities.
495
496 (7) Performance Monitoring & Adaptation Agent
497 (PMA), which oversees the system activity and
498 performs parametric learning and system adapta-
499 tion functions that will affect the performance of
500 the agents at all level of the system.
501
502 Some of these agent modules are to be described in
503 more detail in this section. All agents in the HCAN
504 architecture use a “publish-and-subscribe” model for
505 data communication and agent interactions. There are
506 three data repositories (registers) that are maintained
507 and used by the agents in the HCAN architecture. They
508 are: (1) Sensor Register (SR), (2) Sensor Agent Register
509 (SAR), and (3) Target Register (TR). Each register is
510 administered by an agent for performing data entry/re-
511 trieval (responding to requests from other agents), con-
512 tent updating, storage optimization, consistency
513 checking, and database maintenance operations.
514
515 The Sensor Register (SR) contains a list of sensor de-
516 vices, types, characteristics, deploy parameters (Position,
517 Orientation, Scope, etc.), and their assigned
518 Sensor Agents, as shown in Table 1.
519
520 In this table, the field “Sensor ID” gives a unique
521 identification for each sensor deployed in the manage-
The deployment information about the sensor where \( P \) is for the geospatial position and \( v \) is the velocity (in case of a satellite sensor \( v \) is an angular velocity) of the sensor. These parameters may change over time so they must be updated continuously.

The filed “Corresponding Sensor Agent (ID)” records the current software sensor agent assigned to monitor the sensor. Note that this field may also change because the sensor may be assigned to different software agents in a long run of the sensor management process.

The SR creates and keeps a record of mapping from sensor devices in field to Sensor Agent in HCAN. It performs consistency checks via a cross projection to the SAR, and keeps track of the sensors in current deployment, and their assigned Sensor Agents. The SR needs to know and maintains updated information about the capability of each sensor deployed. The register is published by each individual sensor device (through System Management Agent) for registering a sensor in, and is subscribed by functional and system level control and coordinate agents. When answering queries about targets, it needs to go through the associated Sensor Agent to find a list of targets that are currently being tracked by this sensor device.

The Sensor Agent Register (SAR) maintains a list of sensor agents, their assigned sensor devices, and targets under watching and tracking. Table 2 shows the main data entries of this register.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Agent Register (SAR)</th>
<th>Agent ID</th>
<th>Associated Sensor (ID)</th>
<th>List of target (ID) under tracking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fields in the Sensor Agent Register (SAR) include the “Agent ID” which gives a unique identification of a software agent in the sensor management system, the “Associated Sensor (ID)” which indicates the physic sensor device that the agent is assigned to, and the “List of Target (ID) Under Tracking” which links the software agent to the target in track. Note that the “List of Target (ID) Under Tracking” needs to be dynamically updated in the sensor management process as time passes, and there could be multiple targets in one sensor’s viewing/detecting range.

The SAR builds a mapping from the set of Sensor Agents to the set of sensor devices, and then to a set of Targets. It performs a consistency checking with a cross projection to both Sensor Register and Target Register, and keeps track of the Sensor Agents in current deployment (their assignment to sensors, and current targets in watching/tracking). The content of SAR is published by Sensor Controller for register the agent and sensor connections into the register, and is subscribed by Functional and System level control and coordinate agents. It needs to go through the Sensor Register entry to access the characteristics and deploy parameters of the associated sensors.

The Target Register (TR) maintains a list of targets under observation, the target parameters (ID, position, velocity, etc.), and their associated Sensors. Table 3 lists the data entries of the TR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Register (TR)</th>
<th>Target ID</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Parameters ((P, v))</th>
<th>List of sensors (IDs) associated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The fields “Target ID” in the above table gives a unique identification of a target being tracked. This “ID” is assigned by the software agent and will not conflict with other target IDs in the management space. The fields “Type” and “Characteristics” describe the physical nature of the target, while the field “Parameters \((P, v)\)” records the current position and moving velocity of the target. The “list of Sensors (IDs) associated” links the target to specific sensors that are tracking this target or are in the tracking (detecting and viewing) range of the target. Note that this list needs to be dynamically updated in the sensor management process when the target enters into or leaves away from the sensor’s viewing/detecting range as time passes.

The TR records a mapping between a set of targets and a set of Sensor Agents. It performs a consistency check in a cross projection to Sensor Agent Register, and keeps track of the targets under observation. The TR is published by the Sensor Fusion and Target Analyzer which is responsible for target discovery from sensor data integration. The TR content is subscribed by Functional and System level control and coordination agents. For sensor management function, the TR must know the identity of each target and a list of sensors that are currently tracking that target.

A redundancy does exist between the Sensor Register data entries and the Sensor Agent Register data entries. Each has a field for sensor ID and agent ID (or corre-
sponding sensor agent). The rational to have this redundancy is for both computational efficiency and fault-tolerance considerations, of course, at the cost of memory space and maintenance of the fields. A relationship of the cross projection of the three registers can be illustrated by a diagram in Fig. 6.

There are many sources of uncertainty at different levels of the sensor fusion and management computations in the HCAN. For example, even if a situation-assessor is aware of the presence of certain objects in the operation space, such as the type of contact, intention, reaction rational, etc.; the exact dynamics of the object is still uncertain to the agents tracking the target. The knowledge about the object dynamics is critical in constructing an optimal strategy of sensor management action. Various statistical methodologies and knowledge discovery techniques may be applied in the reasoning module of the HCAN agents. The level of uncertainty forces the reasoning agents to operate with different decision strategies. Some of these agent functionalities are described below.

The Sensor Agents (SA) plays an important role in interfacing between the sensor network and the management system. Data from diverse sensor resources are filtered and preprocessed by the SA to a form that can be effectively used by the sensor control agents. The preprocessing and filtering operators are in charge of clearing up the noises and compensating for the uncertainties contained in the raw data. The interface is standardized such that its application can be ported to all classes of sensors with minimal installation and special interface rendering. A sensor agent can be assigned/allocated to different sensors (i.e., a sensor agent is NOT necessary to be tied to a specific sensor device all its life; it can be dynamically switched to tie with (be assigned to) different sensor devices. Of course, only one sensor device should be tied to one sensor agent at any time. The subscribe-and-publish functions of the SA are defined in Fig. 7.

The Target Analyzer (TA) invokes a Reasoning & Fusion Engine (RFE) to perform intelligent reasoning tasks to solve the dynamic re-planning, plan evaluation, and plan selection problems for sensor allocation and deployment in assigned mission states. The TA receives reports from multiple Sensor Agents (SAs), fuses sensor data from the multiple sensor resources and generates one track for each target from multiple sensor reports. It also identifies individual targets—associating targets from multiple sensors and resolving target ID conflicts. After these operations, the TA enters target data into the target register. If a new target is detected, it creates a new entry records the target parameters and its associated sensors in the register. If the target is associated with an existing one, it simply updates the target parameters in record. The TA will also send target data to the User Interface agent for display (and informing user), and send sensor assignment/adjustment requests to Task Coordinator. The subscribe-and-publish functions of the TA are defined in Fig. 8.

The Task Coordinator (TC) agent applies certain control strategies to guide the Sensor Control agent in sensor allocation and deployment planning/re-planning process. A set of goals and sub-goals are set up by the TC agent according to the sensor space situation, mission requirements, sensor operation parameters and function specifications, operator instructions, etc. From these data, the TC will analyze the situation and recommend the optimal course of action to subordinate level agents. From the analysis, the TC agent determines what Sensor Control and management tasks need to be done. It tries to find and allocate proper sensors to specific targets, or FOV for Sensor-target pairing/track- ing coordination. It also finds specific position/orienta-

---

**Fig. 7.** The Subscribe-and-Publish functions of Sensor Agent.
tion parameter requirements for particular sensor to observe a specific target. The tasks determined by the TC are to be executed by the Sensor Controller. The actual (physical) execution of the sensor control is accomplished through the Sensor Agent, and further pass over to the Sensor device. The subscribe-and-publish functions of the TC are defined in Fig. 9.

The Sensor Controller (SC) agent receives directives and requests from both the System Management Agent (SMA) and the Task Coordinator (TC). It generates proper Sensor Control instructions, and sends the instruction to the individual Sensor Agent for execution (Sensor status and parameter changes). The functions performed by the Sensor Controller include assigning, distributing, and dispatching Sensor Agents to individual Sensors in service. The SC finds sensors that fit to specific function and position requirement, issues status and position parameters of the sensors and parameter changes to designated sensors. It will also be in charge of resolving Sensor-target tracking conflict in the handoff process, and optimizing sensor distribution and task assignment. The subscribe-and-publish functions of the SC are defined in Fig. 10.

The other agents of the HCAN function in the following ways. The User Interface (UI) agent connects sensor operators to the HCAN, and subsequently to the sensors. The agent will assist the reasoning and inference agent and the learning adaptation agent by receiving instructions and/or refutations about their sensor control decisions, and adjust (override) the sensor control parameters by applying certain control strategies that are aimed to improve the system performance.

The System Management Agent (SMA) is responsible for the synchronization of the sensor management operations among the agents in the HCAN. It constantly evaluates the available information about the states of the sensors, the locations, environment, and time schedules, and computes the probabilities on each of the objectives. When necessary information is provided by users, the SMA sets up a sensor management policy and a sensor control strategy (e.g., best-first, greedy, heuristic, etc.). It will then prioritize the sensor control
tasks according to these priorities and control strategies—with respect to targets status and other system parameters and set up internal relations and compositions of sensors in the environment.

The Performance Monitoring & Adaptation Agent (PMA) is responsible for environmental analysis, and providing improvements to the control models and strategies used by the lower level agents (e.g., SC, TC and TA) for sensor management. In its role as a system performance and effectiveness monitor, the PMA is equipped with situation assessment and adaptation functions for system optimization. It also contains functions for supporting sensor reconfiguration in the event of partial/total loss of a sensor in an autonomous operating situation.

Based upon the priorities selected, the sensor state will change under the conditions such that the actions recommended by the agents tend toward optimizing the desired outcome. This optimization spans all possibilities and is computationally intensive. Considering realistic constraints, a heuristic model using a Bayesian and game theoretic approach will provide the real-time action/reaction necessary for multi-sensor operations. In order to drive the sensor configuration to optimality, a mixed strategy of Bayesian network representation and Bayesian Games is applied to the agents in HCAN. The process results from the optimization problem constrained to the set of stochastic kinematical differential equations describing the system behavior of the sensor’s maneuver units and other involved components [21].

Among the agent modules in the HCAN structure for sensor management, the Task Coordinator agent and the Sensor Controller agent play the major role for sensor allocation planning/re-planning and optimization of the dynamical sensor deployment and adjustment. A performance monitoring capability and a feedback/optimization mechanism are implemented in the joint processes of these agents for process refinement. A control flow diagram of the process is shown in Fig. 11.

Most autonomous control systems are knowledge-intensive information processing ensembles. The same property is held by the HCAN. The stability and robustness of the sensor control is largely determined by the effectiveness and thoroughness of timely acquisition and utilization of accurate information from the sensors and all of the involved objects in the field. Correspondingly, factors that affect the control stability and robustness of these agents include information imprecision, incompleteness, and inconsistency. Communication among agents and between the central system and the agents thus is a critical aspect. In the HCAN, communication between the agents, between the agents and the sensors, and between the agents and human operators are processed and coordinated by the agents at the higher level of the HCAN. The communication can be carried in the ways of the following:

(1) **Private line communication**: This resembles the traditional way of parameter passing. Only the issuing and receiving agents know the communication has taken place. The advantage
is that it maximally limits the interference of other non-involving agents' activities. The disadvantage is that if the receiving agent is not responsible for, or incapable of, carrying out the requested task, the cooperation among the agents may be broken.

2) **Blackboard communication:** This is also called party line communication. In this method, every agent has access to a common communication channel. Any task requests are posted to this channel and every agent responses to the call autonomously. If a request meets the pre-assigned duties or pre-specified parameters of an agent, that agent activates. The advantage of this approach is that it maximally guarantees the possibility of accomplishing the required task. The disadvantage is that it sometimes may still interfere other agents' activities, and waste system resources because the agents needs to periodically check and process the requests even they are not present.

3) **Reserved-channel communication:** This is also called the mailbox method. In this method, a group of agents have an established agreement or protocol that specifies the locations (or frequencies) where communication signals will be transmitted to and accessed by the members of the group. This method is a compromise of the above two methods. Only agents within the group know the special places (or frequencies) where the information is posted. The advantage of this method is that it allows a proper allocation and reservation of system resources. The disadvantage is that it is difficult to identify the coherent group of agents that needs to share and exchange information within themselves exclusively.

In Section 4, we will present an implementation of these methods and approaches in a simulated environment for sensor fusion and management in a GMD application of the HCAN and its agent modules.

4. **Experimentation**

The ability to integrate and correlate a vast amount of disparate information from heterogeneous sensor and data resources with varying degrees of certainty in real-time is an impediment issue for mission-critical military decision support systems (DSS). For example, military commanders use multiple sensor/data resources and intelligence from reconnaissance and surveillance assets both in and out of a theater to build a whole picture of the battlespace in crucial military operations [8]. The commanders need to know and understand the relationships among the data, such as, what are the physical and functional constituency relations among the objects in a given geographic sector? Are there sequential or temporal dependencies of the objects and what will trigger them? What are the possible consequences of the action and re-actions? That is, decision making based on the situation assessment and impact assessment (SA/IA). These assessments are particularly important for identifying and prioritizing “gaps” between the operation planning and the real-time interactions.

In a mission-critical theater/situation demanding decision support, timely and accurate data fusion is a force multiplier. The lower-level data fusion from single or multiple sensor resources has become relatively well understood, resulting in accurate positional tracks and identification of physical objects. However, the processes for higher levels of data fusion, namely the level 2—situation assessment, and level 3—impact assessment (SA/IA), still requires the study and development of mathematically rigorous techniques and computational schemes. More in this realm is the level 4—process refinement which involves active control and management of the sensor resources. The kind of robust, integrated fusion architectures for handling increasing diversity of input sources are especially important in contemporary decision support missions. A well crafted software agent system integrating knowledge acquisition tools and proper decision support models can assist military operation planners in their tactical decision-making situations in many different ways, particularly with respect to quickly identifying responses and counter-responses to enemy action or inaction, providing a more current and more comprehensive picture to the field units.

We apply the above HCAN model to sensor management on a simulated GMD platform (interceptor, space-based, or airborne) to demonstrate the capability in sensor management and adaptive data processing. To accomplish the mission and schedules of all sensors and platform resources relative to its current mission and prime goal, we first conducted a system model analysis. The intent of this analysis is to hide the system dependent details and to abstract sensor information so as to form a basis for a formal specification of the sensor platform capabilities and their configurations. Care was taken to characterize the types of information provided by disparate systems in such a way as to make them compatible without making them sterile. This characterization is structured such that it’s possible to determine complementary sensor characteristics and to allow the system to determine a sensor that can provide additional data leading to more accurate information, as opposed to duplicate data. The form of the characterization lends itself to rapid traversal to assist in the cueing process. For example, a tree structure or directed acyclic graph (DAG) based on sensor spectrum is more desirable than a straight list due to their speed in traversal.
For the purposes of system specification, we chose to limit the sensor capabilities characterization to two levels of abstraction. Fig. 12 depicts a sample characterization. First, we divided a sensor operating environment into five realms: space, air-high, air-low, surface, and subsurface. The subsurface realm consists of the subterranean and underwater areas. A sensor is associated with a realm based on its sensing capability. For example, while a DSP satellite exists in the space realm, its sensing capability is targeted at the air realm. Many sensors will be associated with more than one realm (e.g., THAAD sensor).

The sensor monitoring agents in HCAN need to promptly sense and detect state changes of the sensor space, including the altering of tactical mission objectives, the switching of targets, the loss or gain of tactical forces and other assets in both adversary and own units, the relocating of the battlespace, etc. The main duty of the HCAN agents thus is to timely collect and promptly feedback the spatial situation and field sensor information to functional agents involved. In addition, the agents are also responsible for on-site analyses of the collected data and extraction of information that is useful for the control agent to coordinate the actions of the distributed agents or agent groups in the HCAN.

In additional to sensor control capabilities, there are also constraints associated with sensor detecting capabilities. Two of the most obvious are the line-of-sight (LOS) and range constraints associated with many sensors. But, there are more subtle constraints that must also be taken into consideration in the sensor management control mechanisms. Sensor platforms themselves may have resource management constraints (power, attitude, interference, orbit, time-on-station, etc.) associated with the platform itself. These constraints are also entered into the management schema. In a similar vein, constraints that occur as a result of a single platform having multiple sensors must also be considered (interference, resource limitations, etc.).

The result of this analysis is a specification for sensor configuration that incorporates capabilities and constraints of the sensor and its platform. The specification provides input to the next task, the development of the HCAN agent structure. Additionally, this task will lead to the development of a virtual multi-sensor platform mapped collectively in the HCAN.

Our implementation of the HCAN Sensor Manager is facilitated by using AEDGE®, a publish-subscribe agent architecture. The AEDGE® support active entities (agents of different types, simulation objects as well as functional objects) communicating over a software bus, cooperating and so on. Class and object hierarchies (inheritance) are employed. The agent modules are implemented in Java™, with Java AWT and Java3D for interfaces and JFC for common object specifications. We bounded the experimentations through the following networked sensor parameters:

- Number of sensors: 10 – 15 sensors (with 15 as the maximum).
- Sensor Platforms: all domains possible—Airborne, satellite, surface, and subsurface.
- Platform characteristics: mobile and fixed—support multiple sensors with issues related to range, attitude, placement, etc.
- Sensor types: Multiple (in order to show the utility of complementary spectrums i.e., radar pass off to IR pass off to EO pass to second EO)—Radar, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), Infrared (IR), optical (EO), electronic support measures (ELINT).
- Sensor characteristics: Detection range specified by LOS (Line of Sight) and FOV (Field of View).
- Sensor deployment parameters: Location (3D coordinates, Ground, Mid-Air, Air, Upper-Air), velocity, and terrain.

For targets to be detected and monitored by the networked multiple sensors, we set the following parameters solely for the purpose of demonstrating the system feasibility.

- Number of targets: 10 max at a time.
- Target types: Missile, Aircraft, Land Vehicles, etc.

The capability can be significantly improved with a proportional increase in the quantity and complexity.
969 of the target parameters. In the simulation environment, we set up the situation in the following computational steps:

972 1. Defining an operation space (an AOI, that is the total area of interest—space where the sensors are to operate jointly, the same space the targets are to travel through—not the AOI of each sensor), which is a 3D box including space, air, land, and sea areas.

977 2. Designing targets moving across the operation space, in sequence, individually or in groups. Multiple targets occur, where each is controlled by a dynamic equation with its own parameters (position, velocity, trajectory, etc.) entering the monitoring space independently.

983 3. Visualizations of the operation space, sensor locations, target movements, sensor cueing, handoff, etc., are to be handled through the GUI development of the system. This piece was mostly derived by leveraging our previous work, the Sensor AEDGE application.

989 4. The HCAN mechanism performs the following actions upon the simulated inputs from the multiple networked sensors.

990 (1) When system operation starts, a number of Sensors (A, B, C, . . .) and corresponding Sensor Agents and Platform Agents are deployed in place, registered in the Sensor Register and Sensor Agent Register, and shown on scenario display.

992 (2) As new sensors enter the fray (their swaths enters the AOI), new Platform and Sensor Agents are instantiated for each.

996 (3) Each Sensor Agent monitors its assigned targets for events that will impact its ability to continue its monitoring function. These events are future loss of LOS due to terrain or the target leaving the sensor's range or FOV. The agent also monitors its FOV to see if any new targets are approaching the Area of Interest (AOI). The agent will trigger a user alert in this case.

999 (4) The targets start to appear (also shown in display).

1002 (5) When a target enters into the FOV of Sensor A, it is picked up by the Sensor Agent in connection with the Sensor A.

1006 (6) The Sensor Agent sends an event about the specific target (target type, location, motion characteristics, Field of View (FOV), cross-section, range, etc.) to the Target Analyzer—a sensor-data fusion agent, and the Target Register.

1010 (7) The Target Analyzer aggregates target reports from multiple Sensors, identifies the target and its track, enters the consolidated target data into the Target Register, and sends the target data to User Interface for display. If uncertainty and ambiguity arises, send an event (request) to the Task Coordinator for sensor cuing, allocation, adjustment, or other proper actions.

1014 (8) When a target is projected to leave sensor A's FOV (due to range, loss of line-of-sight (LOS), communication failure, etc.), an event is sent out by the Sensor Agent of Sensor A to the Task Coordinator to arrange for a handoff.

1018 (9) The Target Analyzer also takes known targets and attempts to identify complementary sensors (sensors in a different spectrum) with appropriate range and FOV so they can glean additional information about the target.

1022 (10) In the case of a handoff (passing the target from like sensor to like sensor), the Sensor Controller checks with both the Sensor Register and Agent Register to identify an available Platform and a Sensor Agent to take over (handover) the task (target watching/tracking).

Coupling the results of our research with previous experience, we structured an environment to allow the determination of complementary sensor characteristics and allow the system to compare and select the appropriate sensor to provide additional data leading to more accurate information, as opposed to duplicate data. This form of the characterization lends itself to rapid traversal to assist in the cueing process. Fig. 13 depicts some screen captures of the implementation. The situation involves an AOI with surface and airborne ISR assets. The surface assets are an AEGIS cruiser (radar) and two Rapier sites (optical camera). The airborne assets consist of an E-2C Hawkeye (radar), an E-3B AWACS (radar), and an RC-135V/W RIVET JOINT (ELINT) aircraft. While not necessarily a realistic situation, the goal was to have ISR assets from different spectrums in order to validate the HCAN Sensor Manager’s ability to assign complementary sensor assets for continual tracking of targets.

Basically, the HCAN system in our GMD simulation for sensor fusion and management has the following functionalities.

1069 (1) a flexible software architecture for accommodating system augmentation and evolutions;

1070 (2) a powerful representation schema for accommodating heterogeneous forms of information;

1073 (3) a diverse interface for various input resources, output formats, and human interactions;

1077 (4) an ability of reasoning on incomplete and inconsistent information, and extracting useful knowledge from the data of heterogeneous resources;
(5) an ability of incorporating real-time dynamics of
the information resources into the system anytime
during the operation, and promptly adjusting the
reasoning mechanisms;
(6) an ability of summarizing and refining knowledge
extracted, and distinguishing mission and time
critical knowledge from insignificant and redund-
ant ones;
(7) a capability of supplying meaningful and accurate
explanations, both qualitatively and quantita-

tively, of the automated system actions; and
(8) a capability of providing adequate control and
scrutinizing of the system operations under the
environmental constraints of the given situation.

The expected performance improvements from
employing the HCAN architecture for sensor manage-
ment include the following:

• **Efficiency**: The system makes maximum use of
onboard platform control and decision-making capa-
bilities of the HCAN. The resulting software mini-
mizes human intervention and enhances the self-
sustainability of the multi-sensors autonomous
operations.

• **Robustness**: The system is equipped with a self-diag-
nosis and certain self-repair, reconfiguration, and
alternatives/backup capabilities through the embed-
ded PMA modules and functionalities. The resulting
software allows the multi-sensors' sustained and reli-
able operations even under partial impairment of the
system.

• **Flexibility**: The system is empowered with high level
of scalability and field adaptation ability. The
HCAN-based control system re-organizes itself in
different levels involving different numbers of compo-

5. Conclusion

The field of data fusion and sensor management can
benefit significantly by focusing the major concerns on
employment of agent-based technologies. Given the
characteristics of most sensor fusion and management
situations, it seems that one natural way to provide
timely and critical support to the functions is to have
a collection of distributed, autonomous problem solving
intelligent agents working together on different aspects
of the processes [4]. This research addresses the prob-

Fig. 13. Screen captures of the HCAN implementation of sensor management.

self-configure and operate either individually, in a
group, or as a swarm and to interoperate in both
manned and unmanned platforms.
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The collective nature of the HCAN architecture allows for flexible addition or modification of the agents in the system because no complex de-coupling operations from the other agents at the same level (neighboring agents) are needed for the agents added or deleted. More importantly, the HCAN renders itself to a fault tolerant computing architecture, which is especially critical to sensor management operations. Since no tight coupling or coordination takes place among the agents at the collective agent level, every agent acts by their own under the supervision of the control agents at an upper level of the hierarchy. Thus, the agents at the collective level can be assigned to perform either different tasks or the same task at the same time, allowing for fault detection and functional back up.

The HCAN is flexible in terms of the ability in which communities of agents can be assembled, and the adaptation with which services can be added at runtime and brought into use without requiring changes to the other parts of the agent assembly. A unified set of concepts, declarations, and interfaces that are consistently configured across all services in the framework and the role played by the agents at different levels are defined. The HCAN architecture strikes a balance between the centralized control and distributed computation by allowing distributive agent operations within layers of the hierarchy and enforcing centralized control between the layers of the hierarchy, thus eases the coordination and control burden needed to manage interactions between agents. The worth of this concept lies in its applicability to many operational situations. From a single integrated air picture (SIAP) to an integrated intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB) application, the HCAN Sensor Manager concept can be applied without reengineering the core architecture. The intelligent agents that provide the decision support assistance can be tailored to the situational awareness and decision needs of the designated users. Additionally, users with different needs can have different decision support clients while using the same core data and architecture. We don’t force a common picture; we provide a tailored picture based on a common situation.
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